Violeta was a winner of the third CJ Picture Book Awards in Korea. In this post, Violeta shares some development work and final illustrations from "Amigos Do Peito" (Friends from the heart), which was written by Cláudio Thebas and published by Sarah Lee Illustration. Very beautiful piece. Illustration by Aliki from the vintage 1968 children's book "Oh Lord, I Wish I Was a Buzzard" by Polly Greenberg. This shows how a strong concept could work even if it's only a two color illustration. Prudence Chan Everything Artsy. Graphic Illustration Artwork Retro Illustration Picture Books Illustration Children Illustration Illustration Vintage Illustration Roger Duvoisin Art. Polly Greenberg's lyrical text and Aliki's splendid, bold illustrations (reminiscent of the artful simplicity of Ezra Jack Keats's The Snowy Day) make Oh Lord, I Wish I Was a Buzzard, first published in 1968, absolutely unforgettable. Aliki's use of pattern and color is no less than spectacular, and the expressions on the girl's face are priceless. This universally appealing story will hit home with any child wishing he or she were anywhere but in his or her current predicament! The book concludes with notes for parents and teachers about children who work to help thei... I was eager to find this book for my son! Arrived quickly! Thank you for sharing her story. This book is good for young readers in kindergarten and first grade because of its regular repetiti